Fifth Annual Off-Campus Study Photography Exhibition

Pettengill Hall

Photographers
Marselle Alexander-Ozinskas, '05
Lindsay Blazej, '06
Elizabeth Brin, '05
Joel Colony, '06
Caroline Connors, '05
Jeremy Fisher, '06
Erin Fitzpatrick, '05
Carrie Garber, '05
Adam Gemus, '06
Michelle Gomperts, '05
Sara Gusky, '07
Windley Halfacre, '05
Bernard Herlyn, '06
Emily Hoffer, '06
Michael Horan, '05
Charlene Impey, '06
Benjamin Jarrett, '05
Sara Jurga, '05
Matthew Lambek, '06
Andrea Lichtman, '06
Aliza Luft, '06
Cynthia Mauer, '06
Laura McConaghy, '05
Dalia Mechanic, '06
Sarah Mengel, '06
J. Brooks Motley, '06
John Mulligan, '06
Jill Murawski, '05
Meghan O'Dowd, '06
Christopher Richards, '05
Jesse Robbins, '06
Katherine Sadler, '05
Anna Schechter, '06
Alexander Verhave, '05
Nachelle Wiegman, '06
C. Challen Willemsen, '07

Selected Works: Photography from AVC 318 and AVC 319

Chase Gallery, Chase Hall
Elke Morris, Lecturer in Art and Visual Culture

Photographers
Jacob Bluestone, '07
Katrina Boelsma, '08
Peter Brandt, '08
Kathryn Covello, '07
Brooke Dennee-Sommers, '07
Joshua Grubman, '05
Lawrence Handerhan, '05
Alexander Jacobson, '08
Amelia Larsen, '07
Kristin Masino, '07
Laura McConaghy, '05
M. Ryan Nabulsi, '05
Nels Nelson, '07
Sara Solomon, '05
Caroline Walker, '07
Joseph Warren, '07
Arlee Woodworth, '07